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Nasiombe Mutonyi  
0. Introduction. 
One of the central issues dealt with in Hyman (1984; 1985) concerns the nature of the units 
which characterize the prosodic tier. Hyman (following Oements 1982, 1984; McCarthy 
1979, 1982; Thrainsson 1978) pursues the question of whether it is theoretically viable to 
postulate both consonants (C's) and vowels (V's) as the elements which constitute the 
prosodic tier. Here's the basic question: Should Cs and Vs be given the same prosodic 
value? 
Two subsequent studies-· Clements 1986 and Hayes 1989 -- respectively show the 
superiority of the CV and moraic theories over the classical SPE approach which failed to 
capture the relationship between processes like compensatory lengthening on the one hand, 
and glide formation, vowel contraction, and pre-nasal-consonant lengthening, on the other. 
These two theories share a number of features, but perhaps their most fundamental 
difference lies in their claims regarding the units which determine syllable weight, because 
where CV theory postulates Cs and Vs, the moraic theory adopts the mora. Evidence 
adduced across languages indicates that there are advantages and disadvantages to adopting 
either theory, because each theory has its strengths and weaknesses. Our task in this paper 
is not to try and resolve the dilemma faced by phonologists in this regard, but rather to 
examine a few prosodic structures in Bukusu which seem to favor the moraic theory over 
CV phonology. 
I have divided my discussion into four parts. First, section 1 reviews the Bukusu 
system of prefixation with a view to highlighting the specific environments for the different 
phonological processes discussed later in the paper. It is shown, for instance, that each 
Bukusu noun (and adjective) contains two units in the prefix structure: a prefix and a 
preprefix. That the two be treated as separate units is essential for later arguments on 
haplology. Section 2 contains a brief background to the CV and morale theories, especially 
their postulations regarding the units which constitute the prosodic structure. In section 3, I 
adduce evidence for the four processes which trigger compensatory lengthening (CL) as a 
preamble to the discussion of the problematic cases in section 4, where the predictive 
power of the CV and moraic theories is re-evaluated, especially with respect to syllable. 
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ddeting processes. Finally, in soclion 5 we present a potential problem case -- y-epenthcsis  
-- where the cpentJ1csizcd glide seems to violate the prohibition against moraic glides.  
1. Background 
Bukusu, a Bantu language of Kenya, exhibits compensatory lengthening (henceforth, CLl 
caused by at least four phonological processes. Three of these processes -- glide formation 
(GF), vowel contraction (YC), and pre-nasal-consonant lengthening rP~C) -- are widely 
auested garden-variety rules wnid1 both CV and moraic theories handle 4uite s.uisfactorily. 
However. one phenomenon, syllable deletion, tips the balance in favor of moraic theory, 
especially following our demonstration that CV theory cannot account for such simple 
gliding as in /u-ima/ ---> [wiima] 'you sg.stand' witJ10ut proposing .:ir1 undesirable rule 
of C-epcnthesis in the prosodic structure. 
J. 1 The Bukusu Prefix System 
.'fominal and adjectival prefixes will be examined simultaneously since there are no 
morphological or phonological differences between lexical noun prefixes and adjectival 
agreement prefixes. 'The survey will then examine verb structure. 
1.1.l Nouns and Adjectives 
ln general, a Buku,u noun consists of two parts: a prefix structure and a stem. The pref;x 
structure is assigned in accordance with the class of the noun, as illustrated in (1 ). 
Generally, preprefix vowels are always identical to the vowel of the prefix, except cl.9/101 
which have no prefix vowel. [UR =Underlying; is PR Phonetic Representation] 
(1) 	 UR PR Gloss UR PR Gloss 
u-mu-ndu omuundu 'person cu·2 ci-n-yofu ciinJofu 'elephants cL lO' 
Ba-Ba-ndu BaBaandu 'persons cl.2' lu-lu-ala lulwaala 'finger cL Ji· 
ku- m u-saab kumusa.da 'tree c!.3' xa xa-ala xa.,:ub 'small finger cl.12 · 
l:.i-mi-sa.il.l kimis:iala 'trees cl.4' Bu-llu-ofia !lu8woo&l ·mu,hnxm1.;, L J.l · 
ti-li-anda lilyaanda 'charcoal cl.5' xu-xu-ica ,.u,wiita 'to come cLl'.:' 
ka-ma-nda kamaarw.iu 'charcoal c!.6' a-a-mu a..aandu3 'at place cl. 16' 
Si·si-ndu sisiindu 'thing cl.7' mu-mu·ndu mumuundu 'in(sidc) place cl 1~· 
Ci mnuu Clill1indu 'things d.8' xu-xu-ndu uuuwidu 'on place cU8' 
e-n-yofu 	 eenjofu 'elephant cl.9' lru-ku-ala lcukwaaia 'big finger cl..'O' 
e- .-Columbus eCo!umbus ·a1 Columbus cl 24 • 
These numbers were designed to capture the noun gender system where each noun prefix structure serves at lea.st 
two funcuons: (i) it marks number, and {ii) it acts as a clue LO the agreement strucnu-e that matches the noun class, 
2TI:r. phonetic fonn ,hows a common process nf vowel fc-:,gthcning before nasaJ ..con5ionant s;e:qucnce:s, which v.,e 
t.1kc u;, laler in §3.3. Notice aiso that underlying iu/ surfaces as lol ,-ord-iniually This is ,nr'betahk to a n;!e th.11 
lov.. cn. w-1'1.:.rlying shott continal and subject prcfi:,.es word~irutia.lly (cf. fn 26) 
] l use t.he period to show that adj8CC':'lt vowels are .heteros:,llabic. 
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(1) wntains two types of CVCV prelix structures: (i) those with identical syllables, and (ii) 
those with non-identical syllables. The first category is examined further in §3.4. 
2.1.1 Prefixes and Preprefixcs 
For as start, let us consider the question of whether there is any justification in rreathg 
prefixes and preprefixes as separate units when, as the surface fon11s of the nouns in (1) 
indicate, the two components of the prefix structure always surface together. To answer 
this 4uestion, we must consider evidence from elsewhen; in the grnmmar which shows that 
a prefix .:an oc.:ur on a lexical item without the corresponding preprdix, and vice versa. 
One such case involves the "Whid1 X?'' consu·uction, as in (2), where "X" is a noun 
variable. Since preprefix omission does not yield bad fom1s, the conclusion is that the two 
syllables are autonomous units. Besides, the unacceptable fom1s in (3) show that the pre-
prefix cannot replace the prefix, that is, they are not interchangeable components. 
(2) Citation UR PR Gloss 
QlllilXaana IDJJ.-xaana siina muxaana siina 'Which girl'? cl.l' 
kumusaala .lllil-Saala siina musaala sfma 'Which u·ee? cl.3' 
kimirn,e mi-rwe siina mirwe sfina 'Which heads cl.4' 
kii!:naru J.llil ru siina maru siina 'Which ears?cl.6' 
l<l:natna n-yama siina Jlama sfina 'Which meat') d9' 4 
iligo n ko siina ogo sfina 'Which homes? d. JO' 
.u·xaanasiina *oxaana sfina 'Which girl? cl.I' 
ki-rwe siina "kirwe siina 'Which heads cl.4 · 
ka-rn si.ina *karn sfina ·which ears?cl6' 
J.<-y;una siina *cyarna siina · Whid1 meat') cl.9' 
.frko siina *i':Jko sfina 'Which homes! cl.10' 
ln contrast to (2), the preprefix appears without the prefix as a marker of agreem,-,m 
on verbs in certa.in synt:.ictic constnJCtions (Cf(4)). Moreover, just as preprefixes cannot 
replace the prefixes in (2) without yielding ill-formed strucrurcs, the unacceptable forms in 
(5) serve as confirmation that the prefix cannot be used in place of the prepn:fix in the: other 
parts of the grammar. 
(4) 	 ku-mu-saal-a ku-ku-a kumusaala kukwa 'rb1: tree falls cl.'.l'' 
ki-mi-saal-a ki-ku-a kfrnisaa.la kikwa 'the trees fall cl.4' 
ka-rna-ru ka-ku-a k:lmani kakwa 'the e:.rrs fall cl.6' 
e-n-yarna e-ku-a it\Jlamb:kwa 'the meat falls cl.9 · 
ci-n-ko ci-ku-a ciingo cikwa 'the homes fall cl. lO' 
4 An underlying stem-ir,.itiaJ g!1de deletes rx:.E-tnasally by regular Ganda Law~ a pcrva<;ive rule which de;et<!S a ~tcrn-
1:1itrnl postnasal consonant in case lhe fo;lewing syHah1e has a nasal ons~t; apparentI;,, this happens after 
homorganlc na'iat assiJTtilation. 
5 Altiw:..igh it mighl tJc a leap uf faith Lo assume lhat lhc prcprcfix marks agreement on vc:L!:-, llK moti1,...1tlun i::. 
uvcrwhdm.Urg, gi1,·en I.bit the agreemenl m&ker i;-; iJent1cal to the prcprefix in c:ghlecn out of 19 daJ:; ...c:, 1 the 
cnly exception being cL I whose agreement marker is a-. not Ule prc?fcfi,; u-. The burden ul proo: seem., 1'> tat! 
en :.hose who argue that the agreement marker in thi.i; case ls not related to the preprellx, 
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(5) ku-mu-saal-a mu-ku-a 
ki-mi-saal-a mi-ku-a 
kumusaala *mukwa 
kfmisaala *mikwa 
'the tree falls cl.3' 
'the trees fall cl.4' 
ka-ma-ru ma-ku-a kamaru *makwa 'the ears fall cl.6' 
e-n-yama n-ku-a 
ci-n-ko n-ku-a 
eej1atna *ogwa 
cfiog6 *ogwa 
'the meat falls cl.9' 
'the homes fall cl. IO' 
We get more evidence of prefix-preprefix autonomy from the "Omweene"-
construction, which translates as "The owner of X", where "X" is a noun variable. As in 
the above cases, this structure (cf.(6)) shows that the noun is well-formed even when the 
preprefix is omitted. Data (7) are illustrative. 
(6) UR 	 PR Gloss 
u-mu-ene !IlJ.l-an-a 6mweene mwaana 'the owner of the child' 
u-mu-ene mu.-saal-a 6mweene 1IWsaala 'the owner of the tree' 
u-mu-ene mi-xono 6mweene.mfxono 'the owner of the hands' 
u-mu-ene IJllll"U 6mweene maru 'the owner of the ears' 
u-mu-ene n-yarn-a 6mweenej1ama 'the owner of the meat' 
u-mu-ene n-ko 6mweenmo 'the owner of the home' 
(7) 	 u-mu-ene ~-an-a *6mweene ~aana 'the owner of the child' 
u-mu-ene k!.L:.mu.-saal-a *6mweene k.iln:u;isaala 'the owner of the tree' 
u-mu-ene ki-mi-xono *6mweene kimixono 'the owner of the hands' 
u-mu-ene ka-ma-ru *6mweene fil!!IlWll 'the owner of the ears' 
u-mu-ene ~-yam-a *6mweene ~ama 'the owner of the meat' 
u-mu-ene~-ko *6mweene ~o 'the owner of the home' 
Since prefixes and preprefixes have different distributional properties in the grammar, it 
follows that treating them as separate but closely bound units is well-motivated. 
U.2 CVCV Prefix Structures 
As already observed, some CVCV prefix structures comprise two identical syllables; such 
structures exhibit two allomorphs. The first appears when no other phonological process 
(e.g., GF, VC, PNC, etc.) applies first to modify the prefix so that it is no longer identical 
to the preprefix, in which case the prefix deletes by haplology. We follow Hayes (1989) in 
assuming that it is the prefix (and not the preprefix) that deletes, as it would be harder to 
explain the simultaneous lengthening of the smviving vowel if we assumed instead that the 
preprefix deleted, since CL across onsets is rare.6 
The second allomorph appears when a phonological process alters the prefix, and 
as a result, removes the strict prefix-preprefix identity that must prevail for haplology to 
apply. In such cases, both the altered prefix and the preprefix surface, as the prefix can no 
longer haplologize. Example (8), which has two sets of data, illustrates, first outputs of 
prefix haplology, (8a); and the failure of haplology after it is bled by earlier rules. 
6 Hayes'• claim that this follows from Goldsmith's (1976) constraint on crossing lines does not hold since lhc 
moraic (~ prosodic) tier is separa1c from the segmenllll tier. Therefore the rarity of cases of CL across onsets 
cannot be attributed to the blocking effect of the line linking the onset to lhe syllable node. 
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(8)a. 	 Pl P2 Stem PR Gloss 
XU XU -fun-a xuulima 'to cultivate (cl.15)' 
xa xa -Bako xaa.Bako 'small hoe (cl.12)' 
Ba Ba -xasi Baaxasi 'women (cl.2)' 
b. 	 XU XU -uia-a xu.xwiiJia.a 'to play (cl.15)'  
XU XU -om-a xuxwooma 'to dry (intr.)'  
Ba Ba -ifu-i &illeefwi 'thieves (cl.2)'  
We examine the phenomenon in (8a) in more detail in §3.4, while the various phonological rules 
shown modifying the prefix in (8b) are dealt with under GF (§3. l), VC (§3.2), and PNC (§3.3). 
We shall now look at the verb structure. 
l.2 Verb Structure 
In its simplest form, a Bukusu verb takes a subject prefix (cf.(9a)), followed by an optional 
tense marker (cf.(9b)), which may in tum be followed by an object prefix (cf.(9c)), 
culminating in the lexical verb. All the verbal prefixes either end in a vowel or nasal. 
(9)a. 	 SP Stem PR Gloss 
n Bona mbona 'J see' 
u Bona oBona 'You sg. see' 
a Bona aBona 'He sees' 
XU Bona xuBona 'We see' 
mu Bona muBona 'You pl. see' 
Ba Bona BaBona 'They ( cl.2) see' 
b. 	 SP TM Stem PR Gloss  
n la Bona ndaBona 'I'll see'  
u la Bona olal3ona 'You sg. will see'  
a la Bona alal3ona 'He'll see'  
XU la Bona xulal3ona 'We'll see'  
mu la Bona mulal3ona 'You pl. will see'  
Ba la Bona Balal3ona 'They (cl.2) will see'  
c. 	 SP TM OP Stem PR Gloss  
n la mu Bona ndamuBona 'I'll see him'  
u la mu Bona olamuikm 'You sg. will see him'  
a la mu Bona alamuBona 'He'll see him'  
XU la mu Bona xulamuBona 'We'll see him'  
mu la mu Bona rnulamuBona 'You pl. will see him'  
Ba la mu Bona Ba1amu8ona 'They (cl.2) will see him'  
Thus the underlying structure of a Bukusu verb is summarized in (10), where SP is the 
subject prefix, TM is the tense marker, and OP stands for the object prefix. The 
parentheses around TM and OP indicate that these units are optional. 
7 Given that the cl.I subject agre<:ment pref0< is a- ralher than u., which we would expect if agreement was marked 
by preprefixes, it has been suggested that subject agreement markers constitute a separate set of prefixes from 
nominal preprefixes. However. when we consider that preprefixes and subject agreement markers are identical in 
eighteen out of ninteen classes, the similarity can ha,dly be considered accidental. 
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( I 0) Rukusu Verb Stmcrure 
SP + (TM) + (OP) + STEM. 
The verb structure in ( JO) predicts that a high vowel of the SP, ·r Mor OP will glide when 
affixed to a vowel-initial verb stem, as illustrate.I in ( 11 Ji below. But if the stem-imtial 
vowel is non-high, vowel contraction applie,, as in ( l l bi. On the other hand, a prefix 
structure which ends in a nasal causes the SP vowel to lengthen when affixed to a C-rnitia! 
stem, a, illustrated hy (Ile). The trigger is the NC duster created whcr. affixation places 
the prefix na,al next to the following ,tern-initial consonant, in which case the lengthc~nir.g 
,est:lts from regular PNC 
(llm. SP Stem PR Gloss 
II 1ca niita 'I ..:ome'8 
u ita wfica 'you sg. come' 
XU ii:a xwffca 'we come' 
mu ii:a mwiib 'you pl. come' 
h. a 1ta ceca 'he comes' 
Ba ica r..seta 'they (cl.2) come' 
xa ita xe&a 'you pl. will come' 
C, SP OP Stem PR Gloss 
u n cuxa tit'iJJJuxa 'you sg. defeat me' 
Ba n cuxa 13a4i(juxa 'they (cl.2J Jdcal me· 
mu n tuxa 1mitiJ1'3uxa 'you pl. defeat me' 
The three processes exhibited in ( l l i wiil he examined further in If\. 
2, Theoretical Background 
Atthough both the CV and moraic theories posrulate multiple tiers for phonological repre-
sentations, they differ in 1}1eir claims regarding the elements which characterize the prosndic 
tier, heeause whe:-e the CV theory po<aulates Cs :,nrl Vs for the timing tier, the mora:c 
theor; proposes the mor::t, adding th:it non-voc:ilic segments are generally non-monk. 
Thus while in the CV framework rscc strncrurc (12)) the arr:iy of Cs and Vs consti,ute tr.c 
skeleton (" prosodic tkr), moras constitute the pros(:xiic structure in the moraic theory, as 
in (I'.,). 
(12) CV - Repre~entutiun 
CT Syllabic tier ()' A ()'  
CV-tiertc Vitti  
I I I I I I I 
om u I 1 m i Sei:,•menul tier 
~ As 'AC sh:ill show iu §5, ~.hi..' 1 sg. SP• .'n/. -.aL:scs a fullowing skm·i..niiial \owcl Lo kBgUKn, ln,.fo.ati11g l~i:.t~ L:1~ 
nJ.:,.a! prt;fi~ is uuJcrlyint'.l)' mor a-1\.;. 
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(13) Moraic Representation 
0 Syllable tier F 1 X 
Moraic (= prosodic) tier f Ir 1f /4
omul imi Segmental tier 
Thus both the CV and moraic theories postulate multiple tiers of phonological representa 
tion. This predicts that rules which target elements in one tier do not automatically affect 
other tiers, and that elements in one tier can be linked to multiple slots in another tier to 
yield Clements' (1986) "segmental analogues of Goldsmith's (1976) contour tones", as 
illustrated by the following derivation of /e-n-ko/ ---> [eeggo] 'at home'. 
(14) 
V 
I 
e 
However, the two theories differ in their claims about prosodic structure. We show 
in §4 that only moraic theory is equipped to deal with the two types of syllable deleting 
processes found in Bukusu. First, we turn to the three most common causes of CL 
3.0 Long Vowels in Bukusu 
As the presence of derived long vowels imply existence of underlying long vowels in a 
language, we cite (15a,b) to show that vowel length is distinctive in Bukusu. 
(15)a. 	 xuu-roora 'to dream' b. xuu-rQra 'to pluck' 
xuu-xaasa 'to spit' 	 xuu-xgsya 'to heat up' 
xuu-kuula 'to roof 	 xuu-k!!la 'to buy' 
xuu-s.iima 'to thank' 	 xuu-sima 'to bum out (e.g., fire) 
xuu-tjjma 'to get lost' xuu-tima 'to run' 
xuu-s~sa 'to winnow' xuu-s~la 'to boil' 
xuu-t~a 'to dry up' xuu-t~f3a 'to seat 
Four phonological processes generate derived long vowels via CL. First, a vowel lengthens 
when the first of two adjacent vowels becomes a glide,9 as illustrated in (16). 
9 Apparently, underlying glides do not trigger lengthening of following short vowels. as shown below. ((a) 
contains infmitives while (b) contains diminutivized nouns): .. 	 xu + :xu + yokela xuuyokela 'to make noise'  
XU+ XU +yama xuuyama 'to scout for s.t:  
b. 	 xa +xa + yama xaayama 'small piece of meat'  
xa+ xa +yila xaayila • small road'  
The case of underlying /w/ is dealt with later, it deletes obligatorily al the surface. except in 11,e monosyllabic 
stems -w ..a 'give· and -wa 'thorn' . 
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(16) SP V-stem PR Gloss 
mu -ica mwifca 'you (pl) come' 10 
lu -iBa lwiilla 'it (cl.11) steals' 
Bi -asama Byaasama 'they (cl.8) open mouths' 
Ii -ola lyoola 'it (cl.5) arrives' 
Secondly, a stem-initial vowel which is preceded by a non-high prefix vowel 
undergoes lengthening following the deletion of the preceding prefix vowel, as shown in 
( 17). We refer to this change as vowel contraction (VC); see §3.2 for further discussion. JI 
(17) Pt P2 N-Stem PR Gloss 
ka ma -ino kameeno 'teeth cl.5' 
ka ma -olu karnoolu 'nose cl.5' 
Ba Ba -an-a MBaana 'children cl.2' 
Ba Ba -ifu-i BaBeefwi 'thieves cl.2' 
Ba Ba -oni 8a8ooni 'sinners cl.2' 
The third type of lengthening applies before nasal-consonant (NC) sequences. This 
process, which we refer to as PNC, is obligatory in Bukusu. Consider ( 18) for instance. 
Notice particularly the length difference beLween the vowels of the subject prefixes in (18a). 
and the same subject prefixes in the pre-NC positions in (18b). (Underlying stem-initial /w/ 
hardens to lb] postnasally.) 
(18)a. SP OP V-Stem PR Gloss 
Ba XU -wa Baxuwa 'they give you (sg.)' 
Ba mu -wa Bamuwa 'they give him' 
XU Ba -wa xuBawa 'we give them' 
XU XU -wa xuxuwa 'we give you (sg.)' 
Ba Ba -wa 13a8awa 'they give them' 
b. 	 SP OP V-Stem PR Gloss 
lla n -wa llaamba 'they give me' 
mu n -wa muumba 'you (sg.) give me' 
a n -wa aamba 'he gives me' 
u n -wa uumba 'you sg.give me' 
JO We know that the stem-initial vowel is underlyingly short because of the evidence from a rule that maps H 
tones as follows: (i) place H on the first stem mora of a Jow-wned verb when the SP is affixed; and (ii) place 11 <>n 
the second stem mora in case the verb is high~tone<L as long as the second mora is not .also the final vowel. This 
means that if the stem-initial vowel in [mwffca) 'you pl. come' had been long underlyingly. it would hove surfaced 
with • falling tone sine,: [xuxwiicaJ '10 came' is long-toned. Conversely, [lwii!laj 'it cl.11 steals' should have had 
a rising tone on the first syllable since [xu,wii6a) 'to steal' is high-toned. The fa.;t that both forms surface with 
level tones on I.he initial vowel confirms that these vowels were short underlyingly, but lenglhcned as a result of 
glide formation, in which case the resultant long vowels have a doubly linked lone. as depicted below: 
or 
V
A
V 
11 This phenomenon is treated as vowel coalescence in traditional accounts, but evidence from (17) and otl:c, 
examples suggests that besides the feature { 0 hi], which spreads from the deleting vowel, all the other prop<!rlics of 
the: lengthened vowel l:ielong to the surviving vowel. which suggests that the process is more a deletion than 
coalescence. This also indicates that height spreading precedes vowel contraction. (cf. fn. 16 & 17.) 
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Although both the CV and moraic theories handle CL from GF, VC, and PNC 
satisfactorily, Bukusu also has a process which deletes a prefix after an identical preprefix, 
thereby causing the vowel of the surviving pre-prefix to lengthen. Apparently, this prefix 
haplology applies only when there is complete identity between the prefix and the preprefix. 
Thus if a prefix altering rule applies before haplology, it will bleed the latter. For instance, 
(19a) exhibit lengthened preprefix vowels attributable to CL after prefix haplology, while 
haplology fails in (19b) because an earlier rule has removed prefix-preprefix identity. 
(19)a. P1 P2 Stem PR 
xu xu -lima xuulima 
Ba Ba -xasi Baaxasi 
Bi Bi -tuBi BiituBi 
Ji Ji -kulu liikulu 
lu Ju -kuulo luukuulo 
ku ku -nwa kuunwa 
b. xu xu -ilia xuxwiiBa 
Ba Ba -oni BaBooni 
Bi Bi -ndu BiBiindu 
Ji Ji -ino liliino 
lu Ju -ala lulwaala 
ku ku -uya kukuuya 
Gloss 
'to cultivate (cl.15)' 
'women (cl.2)' 
'small baskets (cl.8)' 
'sky (cl.5)' 
'rafter (cl.11)' 
'big mouth (cl.20)' 
'to steal (cl.15)' 
'sinners (cl.2)' 
'things (cl.8)' 
'tooth ( cl.5)' 
'finger (cl.I I)' 
'draft of air (cl.20)' 
We discuss further the forms in (19a) in §3.4, where we argue that CL from prefix haplo-
logy is predictable, given the mora conservation principle (cf. Hayes 1989:285). 
3.1 Glide Formation 
We already saw in (17) that Bukusu high vowels become glides before other vowels. GF is 
a pervasive process in Bukusu which applies to subject and object prefixes within verb 
structure, lexical noun and adjectival prefixes, and stem-internal high vowels. (20)-(22) 
should suffice in this respect. Here we see that GF fails in the (a) examples before 
consonant-initial stems, but applies before the vowel-initial stems in (b). 
(20) Verbs 
a. SP V-Stem PR 
-tima etima 
XU -!ya xulya 
ku -i'.;exa kui'.:exa 
Bi -suta Bisuta 
u -teexa oteexa 
b. -ola y661a 
XU -ica xwfica 
ku -ara kwaara 
Bi -ejla ByeeJ1a 
u -akama waakama 
Gloss 
'it runs' (cl.9)  
'we eat'  
'it laughs' (cl.3)  
'they carry ' (cl.8)  
'you (sg) cook'  
'it arrives'  
'we come'  
'it (cl.3) splits'  
'they (cl.8~ want'  
'you cease  
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(21) 	 Nouns 
a. 	 P1 Pi N-Stcm PR Gloss 12 
u mu -xaana omuxaana 'girl' (cl.I) 
ku mu saala k'llrnusaala 'tree' (d.3) 
Ii li -k1,xe liikoxe 'ash' (cl.51 
l.\i l.li -yeywc l.liiyeywc 'broorm,'(cl.8) 
li li -wa Jfiwa 'thom'(cl.5) 
h. 	 u mu -ana <>mwaana "child' (cl. I) 
ku mu -iBa kumwiilh 'sugarcane '(cl.3) 
Ii li -olu ltlvoolu 'nose' {cl.5) 
Bi L\i -uma mByuuma 'beads'(cl.8) 
ki mi -as1 kfmyaa,i 'shins'(cl4) 
(22) 	 Adjectives 
a. 	 P1 P2 A-Stem PR Gloss 
0 mu -layi 6mulayi 'good'(cl I) 
ku mu -f.lisi kumuBisi 'rnw <ci.T1 
Ii li -nefu Jfinefu 'fat' {cl.5) 
m Bi -xulu Llfixuiu 'elderly' (cl.8) 
h. 	 () mu -imhi 6mwiimhi 'short'(cl I) 
ku mu -ana kumwaana 'young'(cl.3) 
Ii Ii -asa nvaasa 'gap' (cl.5J 
Bi l3i -omu !3fByoomu 'dry' {cUl) 
!n SPE type phonology, GF is fonnali7ahle as (23 ), We return 10 this process later. 
(23) Giide Formmi,m: l3 
V ·--> G / V  
(+hiJ  
3.2 Vowel Contraction 
This sec1inn examines the rnle that deletes a vowel ( VC) in cenain contexts. Two type, nf 
data are used for this purpose: where VC is a lexical process, and where ii is po,tlcxical. 
3,2. l VC at the Word-Lewi 
Briefly, a nor1'11igb prefix vowel deletes before a vowel-initial stem, as summarized in ('.:A). 
\24) Vowel Contrartinn 
V -----> 0 / V 
[-hi J 
12 Not,: here !..hat M.erns starting wiL.h unJedying glides (Le., tl'ie last two example~ of (21a)) brhave Eke C-inilta~ 
stems We invoke !his fearure fa.tt>r on to argue for a,n af\!'.tra.ct stem-ini1ial conson:mt in apparrnT e,J·rp1ion..;_ 
lJ The rule i1' written in very gcn~ral terms becat::::c there is no indication that lt does nor affr,ct h1gh Yoweh 
prc(cdi:1& other high vowels, !n fact. a form Hk~ /u:tit a/, > [wffi::aJ 'you come· sho·Ks that high vowels 
before other high vowels. Therefore to accour,t for altt~rnations like /i+ix·a/ ---> jilxJI - (viixa! 'it 
drsccnJs', ·..vc propose ortlor;al glid.~ deletion 'Nhich applie!- to a glide ixfoie a corresponding high v0,.•,d. 
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Whether (24) captures vowel contraction correctly is determined by the effects of both C-
and V-initial stems on the prefix vowel. In general, the prefix vowel remains short before 
intial C, as in (25a), and lengthens before initial Vin (25b). 
(25)a. 	 Pt P2 Stem PR Gloss 
ka ma -lo& kamalol3a 'land' (cl.6) 
ka ma -ru kamaru 'ears' (cl.6) 
ka ma -Bi lcimaBi 'bad ones' (cl.6) 
b. 	 Ba Ba -oni BaBooni 'sinners'  
Ba 13a -ene Ba.l.leene 'same ones' (cl.2)  
ka ma -omu kamoomu 'dry ones' (cl.6)  
xa xa -umu xaxuumu 'little sunshine' (cl.12)  
Further evidence of VC comes from verbs, where prefix vowels remain unchanged 
before consonant-initial stems (see (26a)), but delete before vowel-initial stems, as in (26b). 
(26)a. 	 Ba -ca Baca 'they (cl.2) go' 
xa -!ya xalya 'it (cl.12) eats' 
ka -fwa kafwa 'they (cl.6) die' 
b. 	 13a -il::a Beeca 'they (cl.2) come'  
xa -iBa xeeBa 'it (cl.12) steals'  
ka -ola ko61a 'they (cl.6) arrive'  
Since non-linear phonology accounts for VC by postulating the deletion of association lines 
linking a vocalic segment to a slot in the prosodic tier, the change from underlying /6a-ima/ 
to surface [6eema] 'they stand' can be assigned the two respective CV and moraic 
representations in (27) and (28). 
(27) Vowel Contraction CV version 
CV-VCV 
=> 
11 	 111 nnr = rvn 
B a i ma B\aema B ema 
0 [Stray Erasure, Steriade 1982] 
(28) Vowel Contraction Moraic Version: 
a. 	 b. C. 
O' O' O' O' O' ~ .{ O'/2 	 ~ A==> ~ r Ir ==> ~ /¼ A 
B a 	 i ma B a i ma 8 ~1 m A 
Vowel Contraction Parasitic Onset 0 
De linking Reassociation 
In the moraic account, the prefix vowel first deletes by rule (24 ). This creates a sy liable 
node without a nucleus, which undergoes Parasitic Delinking (see (65) below), a rule which 
deletes a syllable that does not dominate a nucleus. During the subsequent resyllabification, 
the now unassociated C and mora reattach to the next available syllable, as in (28c). 
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Ar,parently, a rule spreading the lhil value of the first vowel to the second is ordered to 
.1pr,ly before VC; see fn.16. 
3,2.2 Post-lexical \'C 
Vowel contraction applies across worrl boundarie, as well. All that the rule requires h :1 
sequence of vowels with the firc;t being non-high. For instance. the final vowel of a 110,;n 01 
adjecLive will delete befon: tlic initial vowd of the following verb, as in (29) and (30). 
(29)a. Verbs 
Imperative SP \'-Stern PR Gloss 
kwa! l -k.u-a 'it (cl.<)) falls'  
tuna! a -t.im-a atima 'he runs·  
lila! ll -lil-a oh1a 'you (sg.) er/  
lwa.ila a -lwaal-a a!waala 's/he ails'  
b. 	 noun verh PR Gloss 
eengoxQ tkwa eengoxJ:J:,kwa 'the chicken foll,;' 
omwaanil atfma 6mwaani\atima 'the: dog run-;' 
Wiilll\H:Cll!.,'. Qli1a wamwccnQQlila 'l·ou vuursdf cry' 
omukookQ .Giwa.ila om1'.ik,x\k_aalwaala 'the daughter ail~' 
eengurwt s,;xalala eengurv. ~xalala 'the pig gets annoyt:d · 
(30) 	 Adjective Verb PR Gloss 
cembo!Q i;;kwa eemocil~k wa ·1he rollen (cL9) fails' 
eegang s,;kwa cena.r1~kwa 'the young (d.9) fall\· 
eexulu 1:kwa eexu]fi.kwa 'the elderly I cl.9 J foils· 
The changes in (29) and 130) can be surnmarize<l as (31 a,b) n;,pectively. 
di)a. 	o-+e -> cc 14 b. o+c ---> cc 
a-+ e ---> <.X C ·l C ---..> CC 
c+o ---> 00 a+ e ---> ec 
o+a ---> aa u + e ---> 1i 15 
e+e ---> ee 
Thu, VC is both a kiocaJ and a post-lexical rule in Bukusu. 
The bt ca,c of VC that \\.C examine appears in the relative construction, whkh in 
Rukusu is formed by when a relative pronoun attaches to the verh. Like the infinitive prefix 
the relative prefix comprises two identical syllabics, which in turn are 1den:ical to the sub1ecr 
r/ Sin1..(.: , t)Wd lowt.:1mg i:-- a Iexi1.·.1I rule, wi.:- .c-.._;u:;11c Lhal Lh1.: verb initii:il 1,,J\o\d 1h ..t1 :rigtc;;, VC h,.1.5 J.lri.:..1d) 
i.i\\n,:·d. 111cr...·f,.n1.: the Ia.st c-x:1..mpk ln (3lb) is Ul12: only puzLli11b outcome, sincl': tl1~ hlgh vowe.I no1 or;ly fJ.1l~ \,J 
1:·igbl'r Gf, hut als.o trigger..: rn.:sing .n t}ll..' st:rvivi:1g vowel. {AJ,;o '.c,e (12<.:)). A f"l'>.t:ihk rxplana:ior. is lhat hi, 
\Owe!<: £1ide and then d<'J-rte hy rule, which sc.('rn$ tot)(' supJX1rtCd f'y : ..he fo!1owirg rxarnph.~,:;' 
ep]:rt:i rk-wa •w-> e~11jaxiikwa 'the hce falls  
ornu,: a.s.i._ ~"' a --~ 0:nuxa'\y~_;!.kwa 'the wr,:nan fJll:::'  
rrmmmd.u D}'n > 6m1:und~yo 'Lr.at person'  
omuund.4 ~ a ·> 6;n1l1h1Jw;}J!]<wa 't:1c p<'ho:i hlb'  
The prJh~em that remains 1mre~,1h(';a is wl'Y tJu• vc-rh ini:..iH1 vewd r<:vcrl [ 1hiJ in :hr fir.st and third 1.1.c.(·s, 
; ) lf we as:,,w-:1c that L'.1c '. f hi} va;uc of /u/ fi.rsl ~pr1,;,.ad.s to \.,O;l'n~fl 1.hc fuHuwing miJ \ OY. ci to r-1 hiJ. wi.:.. Lill L11t:J1 
1--u~it GF hy rule (23) µridr :0 (optit.~nal) ~lide; Jcktion, given t.lut ~ecxul\'l,ilkwa] i:-. an 1cccµt:1bk va11an'. l'.11.'. 
L1sr cx,rn:pk in (}0) 
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prefix of the preceding (subject) noun or adjective. Thus the verb stem rakes a relative 
prefix consisting of two identical vowels in case it is preceded by a class 1 or 9 subject, as 
in (32b). When this derived sequence of verb-initial vowels combines with the final vowel 
of the preceding subject, the output is an underlying sequence of three vowels, as in (3'.'c) 
However, only two moras surface, presumably due to a mora trimming rule (Clements 
1986:57) that limits the optimal syllable length to two rnoras. (RP C, relative prefix.) 
(32)a. SP V-Stem PR Gloss 
-Ii-a elya 'it (cl.9) eats' 
a -Ii-a alya · s/he eats' 
-xol-a exola 'it (cl.9) does' 
a -c-a aca 's/he goes' 
b RP1 RP2 V-Stem PR Gloss 
i i -li·a fi:lva 'which e::its' 
ll .u -Ii-a QQlya 'who eats' 
.u ll ·naany-a QQnaanya 'who lxithers' 
ll ll -1:-a QQta 'who goes' 
c. Noun Verb PR Gloss 
cxaafu ~!ya exaat].lya 'the cow which eats' 
ee!]goxQ i:s;lva ee!]gox~lya 'the chicken which eats' 
omuundJJ. QQXOla omuundwxola 'the person who does' 
omwaan.i} mnaanya omwaanQ:Qnaanya 'the child who bothers' 
omuxasi .QQi'.;a omuxaswca 'the woman who goes' 
At least three observations can be made about (32): (i) VC is hath lexical and postlexical; (ii i 
VC applies to any non-high vowel preceding another vowel; and (iii) the height of the 
dckting vowel determines the height of the surviving voweL 16 
3.3 Prenasal-Consonant Lengthening (PNC) 
As we saw in §HJ, PNC applies obligatorily to vowels preceding nasal-conson:rnt 
sequences. Data (33) confirm this fact, because (33a) has verbs containing only a subject 
pn:fix (SPJ and a stem. The length contrast between the short SP vowels in (33a) and tli<.:i'. 
counterpans in (33b) is confim1ation that the longer prefix vowels in (33h) is caused by the 
lsg. object prefix (OP) nasal v.hich was not present in (33a). 
(33)a. 	 Infinitive SP V-Stem PR Gloss 
xuura u- -ra ora 'you (sg) put' 
xuupiima a- -piima apfi.ma 's/he weighs (tr.)' 
xuulasa i- -lasa elasa 'it (cl.9) shoots' 
xuute.exa mu- -teexa rnuteexa ·you (pl.) cook' 
xt\uBukula Ba- -Bukula Bafiukula 'they (cl.2)take' 
xuucexa ku- -1'.:exa kucexa 'it (cl.3) laughs' 
- -·- _,,_.,,_.,___ ,, _____ - ·-
16 f\...r.'i rac;itloacd cwlicr. one coul<l argue that fust the height value of U1c flisl vowd sprcaJ., Lo Lh-.-. s1.-.,.;or:d \U\,1,·;.;:. 
This is followed by GF, thc-n gli1.fo Je!ction; the last cxainplc in (32c) is c:;;:,M"·,l.ial1y i,rqX>t!i.tHL in 'jils rcgan!, ;1:1J 
~ivcn fn.15. 
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b. 	SP OP V-Stem PR Gloss 
u n -ra uunda 'you (sg.) put me' 17 
a n -piima liambiirna 's/he weighs me' 
i n -lasa ffudasa 'it (cl.9) shoots me' 
mu n -teexa muundeexa 'you (pl.) cook me' 
8a n -Bukula Baambukula 'they (pl.) take me' 
ku n -rexa kut\p.jexa 'it (cl.3) laughs at me' 
We also note that in the absence of the OP nasal, a word-initial short high vowel lowers to 
mid, as in the f11st example in (33a). This rule is blocked when the OP nasal causes the 
prefix vowel to lengthen, as in (33b). 
Another case of PNC is exhibited by the class 9/10 prefixes, which consist of a 
nasal prefix preceded by a preprefix vowel. Since a NC sequence is created whenever these 
attach to a consonant-initial stem, our prediction is that the preprefix vowel will undergo 
lengthening, and that precisely is what we find in the following cl.9/10 forms. 
(34)a. 	 Pt P2 N-Stem PR Gloss 
e n -tuuyu eenduuyu 'a rabbit' 
e n -ku3o eeogullo 'clothe' 
e n -yuxi eej1juxi 'a bee' 
e n -yofu eeJ1jofu 'elephant' 
e n -Bako eembako 'hoe' 
e n -paaoga eembarujga 'large pot' 
b. 	C:i n -tuuyu r:finduuyu 'rabbits' 
ti n -kullo tiiogullo 'clothes' 
C:i n -yuxi r:flJljuxi 'bees' 
{;i n -Bako oimbako 'hoes' 
cr n -paaoga ?;fimbaa.gga 'large pots' 
But how do we know that the preprefix vowel in (34) is not underlyingly long? The crucial 
evidence comes from the following sets of nouns, which have no underlying nasal prefixes, 
although they act like cl.9/10 nouns, and therefore surface with short prefix vowels. 
Therefore their length in (34) must be caused by CL. 
(35)a P1 P2 N-Stem PR Gloss 
e -tilmu etfimu 'a teamcl.9' 
e 
e 
-k.alaamu 
-Barwa 
ek.alaamu 
e8arwa 
'a pen cl.9' 
'a letter cl.9' 
e -taraa!;a e~ 'a bridge cl.9' 
e -faraasi efaniasi 'a horse cl.9' 
e -eoo.o el!oo.o 'a toilet cl.9' 
e 
e 
-sa.aani 
-moosi 
esa.aiani 
emoosi 
'a plate cl.9' 
'a calf cl.9' 
e -maali emaali 'wealth cl.9' 
17 Two processes apply simultaneously here: homorganic nasal assimilation {HNA). which applies vacuously 
before alveolar consonants, and the change of the liquid into a s10p. 
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b. P1 P2 N-Stem PR Gloss 
ci -tiimu cftiimu 'teams cl.10' 
ci -kalaamu cikalaamu 'pens cl.10' 
ci -Barwa cilla:rwa 'letters cl. IO' 
ci -taraafa cftal"aaZ;a ' s cl.IO' 
ci -tiika cftli.ka s cl.10' 
ci -faraa.si cifaraasi 'horses cl.10' 
ci ·COO.o c{foo.o 'toilets cl.10' 
ci -sa.aani clsa.aani. 'plates cl.10' 
There are two reasons why (35) is not just a case of nasal deletion. First, it is unlikely that 
the nasal only deletes before all the consonants in (35), but not those in (34). Secondly, 
since (36) show nasal deletion before fricatives as a regular process, we would expect a 
lengthened prefix vowel if (35) involved nasal deletion. The conclusion then is that there is 
no underlying nasal prefix in the words in (35). 
(36)a. 	 P1 P2 N-Stem PR Gloss 
e n -swa eeswa 'termite' 
e n -xisi eexisi 'antelope' 
e n -fula eefula 'rain' 
e n -xaBi eexaBi 'luck' 
e n -susi eesusi 'bedbug' 
e n -xolo eexolo 'ethnic group' 
b. 	 P1 P2 N-Stem PR Gloss 
ci n -swa cfiswa 'termite' 
ci n -xisi ciixisi 'antelope' 
ci n -fula cfifula 'rain' 
ci n -xaBi ciixaBi 'luck' 
ci n -susi cfisusi 'bedbug' 
ci n -xolo ciixolo 'ethnic group' 
The third case of PNC that we shall consider occurs stem-internally before NC 
sequences that do not derive from some morphological process. As PNC is obligatory 
before all NC sequences, we expect stem-internal NCs to act similarly. (37) confirms this. 
(37)a. Nouns 
P1 P2 N-Stem PR Gloss 
ku mu -kOO!]gO kurruik6oogo a back ( cl.3) 
ki mi ·SU!]gi kumusfiogi a foundation (cl.4) 
Ii Ii -Boondo liiBoondo a blister (cl.5) 
e n ·XOO!]gO eexoougo a leader (cl.9) 
Ju Ju -kooogo luukooogo a region (cl.I I) 
si si -piindi sffpfmdi a period (cl.8) 
b. 	Verbs 
SP V-Stem PR Gloss 
a -loonda a16onda 'he follows'  
Ba ·paa!]ga Bapaanga 'they arrange'  
n -liinda ndfinda 'I wait'  
xu -suuoga xusuugga 'we hang'  
u -fuUJ1ja ofm\rija 'you (sg) break down (tr.)'  
mu -xeeoga muxeegga 'you (pl.) sharpen'  
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Using the CV framework, Clements (1986) treats PNC as desyllabification of the 
nasal before a C. This involves nasal delinking from a dominating V-slot in the CV tier, plus 
a subsequent reassociation to the following C-slot, which already dominates a consonant. In 
this account, the output is a complex segment Another effect of the desyllabification is that 
a "floating" V-slot is created that later relinks to the preceding vowel, as shown below. 
(Apparently, this V-slot deletes by Stray Erasure in case there is no preceding vowel.) 
(38) PNC - CV Account: 
Y t,'f =>VA 
a.NB a.NB 
(39) PNC - Moraic Account:18 
a a a a
Ir l/lr A~==> 
CV NC V CV 
Thus PNC can be captured in CV terms, as in (38), and in moraic tenns, as in (39). 
However, even though accounts involve the delinking of association lines joining melodic 
units to prosodic slots, they differ in their claims about the new locus for the resyllabified 
nasal. More specifically, while nasal resyllabification creates a "complex segment" in the CV 
account, the output is not necessarily a complex segment in lhe moraic account, since both 
the nasal and the following C project directly to the syllable. Thus the moraic theory avoids 
positing the controversial complex segment.19 
3.4 Syllable Deleting Processes 
There are two processes that delete an entire syllable in Bukusu to create desirable surface 
forms. The first of these is an optional process that applies to the first syllable of the verb 
-xupa 'hit' under the conditions spelled out in §3.4.l. The second process affects more 
than half of the class prefixes of the upward of eighteen noun classes in Bukusu, and is 
discussed in §3.4.2. 
18 There is a second way to do thi& in moraic theory, namely. we could assume that I.he nasal is not syllabic, but 
rather a regular coda consonant which undergoes weight by position prior to resyllabifying to give CL, as in !he 
following derivation: 
It\A~: /h,:.4 ~> {t)it 
19 One independent motivation for treating NCs as complex segments is !he fact !hat Buk:usu does not have any 
other cases of CC, except where the second C is a glide. However, given that Clements also treats con,onant-glide 
combinations as sequences of segments which share the same prosodic slot in the CV tier, there would be no 
principled reason why consonant-glide sequences should not be considered complex segments. We shall leave the 
mailer as it stands, pending further evidence to !hat effecL 
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3.4.1 The Verb -xupa 
Although -xupa 'hit' is underlyingly a disyllabic stem, its surface fom1s show that the first 
stem syllable deletes optionally after a shon prefix vowel.2° To illustrate this, we shall 
consider four sets of data, three of which exhibit first syllable deletion (henceforth xu-
deletion). The fourth set has been added to show that long vowels block this process. 
First, as illustrated in ( 40), xu- ddetes after a short subject prefix (SP) vowel to 
uiggcr compensatory lengthening in the subject prefix vowel. From the surface alternations, 
it is also apparent that the suhject prefix vowel remains short if xu does not delete. The 
lengthening of one vowel after deletion of another is not unusual in autosegmental 
phonology, as segment deletion does not entail an automatic reduction of timing positions. 
:o This syllable de.let.ion is an unique property ol .. xupa, since no other C-initial stem un<lergo ..~s the rule, For 
instance. the initiaJ syllab!es always surface in Ule following stems: 
SP V-Stem PR Gloss 
n -ku!a ui:•j!a ·J buy' 
a -Aula ,ula 'I grow (ir1tt)' 
u -kula 0k6la ·you hny' 
u -Aula oxula 'you grow (intt.)' 
,u -kula ;ukule 'we htty' 
AU -iula xuxula 'we grow (intr_)' 
In view of these, Hyman (p.c.l has suggested that we trear -xupa 'hit' as having ,he underlying form. -Vpa. wh,-re 
V is an unders~ificJ. vowel. But there rue t\ol.'O arguments against this rnprcsenlation. fir.st. ihc impd.ili·vc for 
this stern is consonant-initial, which means that even if we posited an undersp,..,~ified initial syHabk vowel, we 
would sti!l have to explain the Joss o[ ilic initial consonant and ¥,-hy only Lhis consonant delete[., given thi.d nu 
other consonant-initial stern loses its: initial c.on.c;onant in a s.imila.r manner. Th~ second argument is that 
po~tu!ating the structure .. Vpa makes the wrong prcdk.tions aboul the surface forms of structures li.ke the 
foHowmg where the J sg. OP is affi,ed between the SP and the stem: 
OP sr Stem Predicted PR Gloss 
u- n. -Vpa •tinipa uurnpa 'you sg. hit me· 
mu- n -Vpa •mUnipa mUU.xupa 'you p!. hil me' 
Ba- n- -Vpa •Banipa flaAxupa 'they hit me 1 
a- n- -Vpa •faipa wupa ';/he'll hit rnc' 
ni- n- -Vpa *ninipa nibupa ·1 hit mysdt' 
In shor~ Oie wove examples confum that 1.he stem for 'hil' is -xupa. 
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(40) Imperative SP V-Stem PR Gloss 
xupa! u -xupa uupa 'you sg. hit' 
-oxupa 
a -xupa aapa 'he hits' 
-axupa 
XU -xupa xuupa 'we hit' 
-xuxupa 
mu -xupa muupa 'you (pl.) hit' 
-muxupa 
8a -xupa Baapa 'they hit' 
-Baxupa 
n -xupa niipa 'I hit'21 
-xupa 
The second set of examples exhibit similar prosodic properties as the first, the only 
difference being the triggering vowel, which, as in (41 ), is the object prefix (OP). 
(41) 	 SP OP V-Stem PR Gloss 
n 8a -xupa 	 mbaapa I hit them  
mbaxupa  
u 8a -xupa 	 oBaapa you sg. hit them  
oBaxupa  
a 	 8a -xupa aBaapa 's/he hits them  
aBaxupa  
XU 8a -xupa xuBaapa 'we hit them' 
xuBaxupa 
mu 8a -xupa muBaapa 'you (pl) hit them' 
mu8aapa 
8a 8a -xupa Ba.8aapa 'they hit them' 
BaBaxupa 
The final motivation for xu-deletion derives from the behavior of -xupa when the 
infinitive prefix is attached. Consider (42). 
(42) 	 P1 P2 -Stem PR Gloss 
xu xu -xupa xuxuupa 'to hit' 
xuuxupa 
*xuxuxupa22 
The surface alternations suggest that when faced with the choice between xu-deletion and 
prefix haplology, the speaker applies either of the two rules, the output of either rule 
being well-formed in the language. If the speaker applies prefix haplology, the preprefix 
21 The I sg. nasal prefix is underlyingly moraic, therefore a potential trigger for -xu deletion just like a short 
vowel, in which case it should become a geminate or syllabic nasal. But since Bukusu has no surface syllabic 
nasals, [il epenthesis occurs in the fonnation of nllpa 'l rut' to resolve the problem created by XU-deletion, as 
something has to lengthen compensatorily. The variant form shows lhe nasal as having deleted before the stem-
initial fricative (cf. (36)). Appuenlly, most speakers delete su-, although the variant forms are quite common 
since many speakers apply xu-deletlon optionally. 
22 This fonns should not be confused with the sttucture 1uuh:upa, a variant of xuxuupa 'We hit you', where 
the first xu marks 1 pl. subject. the second mari<s 2 sg. objec1, and the lhird is the first stem syllable. Since lhis 
latter form is well-formed. it might not be premature ro assume that only certain types of prefixes are subject to 
haplology and first syllable deletion. Further discussion follows in §3.4.2. 
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vowel lengthens and bleeds xu-deletion, since this latter rule requires a short triggering 
vowel. Conversely, haplology does not apply after xu-deletion because prefix-preprefix 
identity is removed by the lengthening prefix vowel. 
That xu-deletion never occurs after long vowels gets support from the data in 
(43), where xu-deletion is blocked once the prefix vowel has lengthened by PNC. Thus 
unlike (40) and (41) which exhibit surface alternations, each example in (43) has only one 
surface form because PNC has bled xu-deletion. 
(43) SP 
a 
OP 
n 
V-Stem 
-xupa 
PR 
aaxupa 
Gloss 
's/he hits me' 
u n -xupa uuxupa 'you sg. hit me' 
mu n -xupa muuxupa 'you pl. hit me' 
Ba n -xupa Baaxupa 'they hit me' 
ku n -xupa kuuxupa 'it cl.3 hits me' 
To recapitulate, Bukusu has a rule of optional xu-deletion that applies to the first 
syllable of -xupa 'hit' after a short prefix vowel. This predicts that a process which 
lengthens prefix vowels would bleed xu-deletion. We shall keep this process in mind as 
we now turn to haplology, the second process that deletes syllables. 
3.4.2 Prefix Haplology 
Data (19), which we repeat as (44) for ease of reference, showed that certain Bukusu 
prefixes delete after identical preprefixes (cf.(44a); also compare (45) with (46)). Besides, it 
was observed that vowel changing processes can bleed haplology by removing prefix-
preprefix identity, which includes prosodic structure identity, and is determined after the 
application of rules like GF, VC, and so on. 
(44)a. 	 P1 Pi Stem PR Gloss 
xu xu -lima xuulima to cultivate 
Ba Ba -xasi Baaxasi women 
8i Bi -tuBi Biitu.Bi small baskets 
li li -kulu llikulu sky 
Ju Ju -kuulo luukuulo rafter 
ku ku -nwa kuunwa big mouth 
b. 	 XU XU -il.\a XUXwiil.\a to steal 
lu Ju -ala ltilwaala finger 
Ba Ba -oni MBooni sinners 
li li -ino liliino tooth 
ku ku -uya kukuuya draft of air 
Bi Bi -ndu BiBiindu things 
We note from (45) and (46) that three fairly common Bantu processes - GF, VC, and PNC -
bleed haplology in case they apply first. GF and PNC account for the changes in the prefix 
in (45), while GF and VC yield the surface forms of (46). If, however, haplology is not 
bled, the prefix structures in (45) and (46) surface respectively as (47) and (48). 
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(45) Nouns 
P1 P2 N-Stem PR Gloss 
Ba Ba -ndu BaBaandu 'persons (cl.2)' -PNC 
Bu Bu -oBa BuBwooBa 'mushroom (cl.14)' GF 
Ii 
si 
Ii 
si 
-anda 
-ndu 
lilyaanda 
sisiindu 
'charcoal (cl.5)' 
'thing (cl.7)' 
- GF 
- PNC 
xa xa -ndu xaxaandu 'thing (cl.12)' -PNC 
XU XU -ica xuxwiica 'to come (cl.15)' - GF 
(46) Adjectives 
P1 P2 ADJ-Stem PR Gloss 
Ba Ba oki Ba.Booki 'sharp (cl.2)' -VC 
Bu Bu oki BuBwooki 'sharp (cl.14)' GF 
ku ku oki kukwuuki 'sharp (cl.20)' - GF 
Ii Ii oki h1yooki 'sharp (cl.5)' - GF 
mu mu oki mumwooki 'sharp (cl.18)' - GF 
si si ok.i sisyook.i 'sharp (cl.7)' - GF 
xa xa oki xaxook:i 'sharp (cl.12)' -VC 
XU XU oki xuxwooki 'sharp (cl.17)' - GF 
(47) Nouns 
P1 P2 N-Stem PR Gloss 
Ba Ba -xasi L¼axasi women (cl.2)' 
Bi Bi -taBu BfitaBu 'books (cl.8)' 
Bu Bu -suma Buusuma 'cornbread (cl.14)' 
ku ku -nani kuunani 'ogre (cl.19) 
Ii Ii -rofu liirofu 'ripe banana (cl.5)' 
Ju lu -XU luuxu 'firewood (cl. I I)' 
si si -Bala sfiBala 'the world (cl.7)' 
xa xa -muka xaamuka 'gourd (cl.12)' 
XU XU -cuxa xuucuxa 'to pour (cl.15)' 
(48) Adjectives 
P1 P2 ADJ-Stem PR Gloss 
a a -Jayi aalayi 'good (cl.16) 
8a Ba -rafu Baarafu 'hostile (cl.2)' 
Bi Bi -xulu Biixulu 'old (cl.8)' 
Bu Bu -cou Buucou 'big (cl.14)' 
ku ku -kwaalaafu kuukwaalaafu 'clear liquid (cl.20)' 
Ii Ii -liiwaagga lfiwaaoga 'rough (cl.5)' 
Ju lu -lulu luululu 'bitter ( cl.1 I)' 
mu mu -jlifu mul.l)1ifu 'cold (cl.18)' 
si si -oau sfioau 'thin (cl.7)' 
xa xa -raandaafu xaaraandaafu 'brown (cl.12)' 
XU XU -Balaayi xuuBalaayi 'wide ( cl.17)' 
Given that haplology applies to a prefix in case it is identical to the preceding preprefix, it is 
pertinent to investigate the other prefix structures targeted by this rule. 
3.4.2. l Other Prefixes which Haplologize 
Besides the noun and adjective prefixes in (44)-(48), which haplologize after identical 
preprefixes, other targets of haplology include the infinitive of 'hit', which when contrasted 
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with xuxuxupa 'we hit you' (see fn.24), and the examples in (49) and (50)), reveals that 
given a sequence of identical syllables, prefix haplology will target the prefix. 
(49) P1 Pi V-Stem PR Gloss 
XU XU ·XUpa XUXUUpa 'to hit' 
-xuuxupa 
(50) SP OP V-Stem PR Gloss 
XU XU -xupa xuxuxupa 'we hit you' 
-xuxuupa 
*xuuxupa23 
But as the variants in (49) show, the speaker who applies haplology to the infinitive says 
xuuxupa 'to hit', with a falling tone on the lengthened preprefix vowel, but the speaker 
who applies xu-deletion says "xuxuupa" 'to hit', with a high tone on the shon preprefix 
vowel. When xu-deletion applies, the prefix vowel lengthens. Otherwise haplology will 
cause CL in the preprefix vowel. Apparently, only xu-deletion can apply to a structure 
bearing a SP that is identical to the OP, as the SP-OP sequence does not provide the right 
environment for haplology. Now given that xu-deletion is optional, all the three identical 
syllables - the SP, OP, and initial syllable of -xupa - can surface without creating an ill-
formed structure. From (49) and (50) we note that (i) not all cases of prefix-preprefix 
identity trigger haplology, and (ii), xu-deletion is optional. Notably, unlike (44)-(48) 
where the prefix and preprefix were co-referential, the SP's and OP's in (49)- (51) refer to 
different things, suggesting that for haplology to delete a prefix, the preceding preprefix 
must be co-referential. 
(51) 	 SP OP V-Stem PR Gloss 
Ba Ba -lima 8aOOima 'they cultivate them' 
*ilrullima 
mu mu -suta mumusuta 'you pl. carry him' 
*muusuta 
XU XU -sa.Ba xuxusaBa 'we beg you sg.' 
*xuusaBa 
ku ku -xila kukuxila 'it (cl.3) overpowers it (cl.3) • 
*kuuxila 
Another set of identical prefixes worth considering occurs in relative constructions 
like those presented in (32b). Apparently, Bukusu forms relative constructions by affixing a 
relative prefix (RP) structure to the verb stem. (52a) whose simple verb structures comprise 
a SP and a V-Stem contrast well with their relativized counterparts in (52b). 
23Bolh haplology and xu-deletton apply to lhe infinitive of ·XUpa which hu a sequence of four identical 
syllables - lhe infinithre mark.er, 2 sg. OP, and lhe inilial syllable. Thus /Xu-1u-xu-x11pa/ -·-> [xuu1uupa] 'to 
hit you,' where !he fint two are the prcprefix and prefix respectively, while the third is the OP. 
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(52)a. 	 SP V-Stem PR Gloss 
Ba -ica Beeta 'they come' 
mu -ima mwiima 'you pl. stand' 
XU -oma xwooma 'we dry' 
b. RP1 RP2 V-Stem PR Gloss 
Ba Ba -ica 8alleeca 'those who come' 
mu mu -ima mumwiima 'those of you who stand' 
xu xu -oma xuxwooma 'those of us who dry' 
u u -epa 6weepa 'You who wants' 
xa xa -ifia xaxeefia 'that which steals' 
Notice that the prefix cannot undergo haplology in (52b) because VC has already applied to 
the vowel to yield a long vowel whose features combine the features of the prefix- and stem-
initial vowels. TI1e predk1ion then is that haplology will apply to a RP when it is attached to 
a C-initial stem. Indeed this is what we get in (53). 
(53)a. 	 SP V-Stem PR Gloss 
Ba -xola 8axola 'They do' 
mu -Iola muI6la 'you pl. look' 
XU -Bira xu6ira 'we pass' 
u -tima otfma 'you sg. run' 
xa -yaBa xayru3a 'it (cl.12) digs' 
ku -xola kuxola 'it (cl.3) does' 
si -tora sitora 'it (cl.7) gets wet' 
Bi -lila Bili1a 'they (cl.8) cry' 
b. 	 RP1 RP2 V-Stem PR Gloss  
Ba Ba -xola Baaxola 'those who do'  
mu mu -Iola muul61a 'those of you pl. who look'  
xu xu -6ira xuuBira 'those of us who pass'  
u u ·tima 6otima 'you sg. who runs' 24  
xa xa -yafia xaayaBa 'that which digs'  
ku ku -xola kuuxola 'one which does'  
si si -tora sfft6ra 'one which gets wet'  
Bi Bi -lila Bu1ila 'those which cry'  
Therefore, from (50) and (53) we conclude that prefix haplology applies in (53) because the 
two syllables of the relative prefix are co-referential. Apparently, it is also requisite for 
haplology that the targeted prefix be co-referential with the preceding (identical) syllable.25 
24 This example is particularly interesting because besides showing haplology as applying to prefix structures 
whose prefix is identicaJ to the preprefix, it also indicates that CL applies after initiaJ short vowel lowering. Bu: 
!his creates an ordering paradox, given the first co.ample in (33b). 1nerefore, we assume for now that tJ1e rule 
lowering the stem-initial vowel is sensitive to other aspeclS of the granunar. 
25This might appear to support Hyman's suggestion (p.c.) lhat we treat the prefill slf\Jcture targeted by haplology 
as a smgle unit, in which case the identical consonants and vowels can be treated as single segments linked to Lhc 
skeleton as follows: 
X 
c~ 
)I 
Here, x and y are segmental variables with X and y standing for con.sonants and ~owels, respe.;tivcly. Two reasons 
show that th.is representation is incorrect: first, given the short word-initial vowel lowering rule that applies in 
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To summarize, this section has examined two syllable-deleting processes, First. we 
reviewed xu-deletion in -xupa 'hit,' which was found to occur only after a short voweL 
Secondly, we looked at haplology, which affects a prefix in case it is identical to, and co-
referential with, the preceding preprefix. As both types of syllable deletion result in the com-
pensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel, it would be interesting to examine the CY 
and moraic accounts for these processes. We pursue this in §'1.3. Meanwhile, let us take a 
look at apparent exceptions to some of the processes discussen so far. 
3.5 Apparent Counterexamples 
We have made the following observations in the preceding discussion: 
(54) i. A high vowel becomes a glide before another vowel; 
ii. A ,um-high vowel deletes before another vowel; and 
iii. l/Dwel-inirial stems trigger processes which alter the prefix, and as a result, 
block haplvlogy. 
\Vnile (54i) summarizes the change triggered by vowel-initial stems to preceding high prefix 
vowels (cf.§3.1), (54ii) refors to VC, examples of which we saw in §3.2. (54iii>, on the 
other hand. is a combination of (54i) and (54ii), since GF and VC are two of the thre.: 
processes which may bleed haplology. the other being PNC (for which see §3.3 l. Because 
GF, YC. PNC, and syllable deletion are interrelated, counterexamples to one raises 
suspicions about the authenticity of the rest, hence the need to explarn why Bukusu has 
vowel-initial stems which fail to trigger GF and VC. 
3.5. l Apparent Counterexamples to GF 
Despite the as~ertion in §3.1 that high vowels undergo GF before vowels, Bukusu has 
numerous cases of vowel-initial stems that seem to violate this generalization. To start with, 
let us consider (55) where high prefix vowels fail to glide before vowel initial stems. and 
consequently provide the right conditions for prefix haplology. If, as treated in §3. l, GF 
was exceptionlcss, why would the prefix vowels fail to glide in (55), acting instead as 
tI1ough the stems were consonant-initial? Would VC also fail lo apply if the same stems took 
prefixes with non-high vowels? Before attempting to answer these questions, we shall first 
consider exceptions to all the processes discussed lo thb point. 
word., like /u-mu-ndu/ --> fomuundnl 'a person', it is hard to defend the view that the preprefh and prefix vowels 
are linked to the same slot, as that would predict lowering for the prefix vowel as well Secondly, it would ;,e h.nd 
tn motivate this representation in relative coru.tructions where the SP ruid RP are dearly autono,nous. 
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(55)a. 	Infinitives 
P1 P2 V-Stem PR Gloss 
XU XU -aaya xuu.aaya 'to hunt' 
XU XU -andika xuu.aandika 'to write' 
XU XU -ola xuu.ola 'to re~t' 
XU XU -oca xuu.oca 'to go on trial' 
XU XU -ila xuu.ila 'to send' 
XU XU -ioga xuu.iioga 'to tighten' 
XU XU -esya xuu,esya 'io conceive' 
XU XU --eela xuu.eela 'to breathe' 
XU XU -ula xuu.ula 'to overpower' 
XU XU -uula xuu.uula 'to thresh' 
b. 	Nouns 
Bu l.\u -aani l.\uu.aani 'generosity ' 
lu lu -eni luu.eni 'lightning' 
ku ku -ernbe kuu.eernbe 'a big mango tree' 
Bi l3i -ini l.lfi.ini 'knife handles' 
c. 	Adjrctive 
u mu -ala& ornu.alalla 'rough (cl.1 )' 
Ji li -olu hi.olu 'soft (cl.5)' 
si si -alafu sfi.alafu 'rough (cl.7)' 
8i Bi -angafu Bii.aaogafu 'mature (cl.8)' 
3.5.2 Apparent Counterexamples to VC and Haplology 
As evidence for VC applying to any non-high vowel that precedes another vowel, we cited 
vanous sets of vowel-rnitial stems. and as with GF, we implied that VC was exceptionles,. 
But then there are structures like those in 156) and (57) which force u~ to revi~e our rule to 
avoid creating the sla!Ted variants . .'.6 
(56) P1 P2 Stem PR Gloss 
Ba l\a -aayi Gaa.aayi 
•&&ayi 
'hunters' 
l.\a l.\a indi llai.iindi 'Indians' 
•BaP.ccndi 
ku ku -uma kuu.uma 'fork (cl.20)' 
•kukuuma 
xa xa -aani xaa.aani 'giver (cl.12)' 
•xaxaani 
ili ili -ini l.\fi.ini 'kn..ifc. handles' 
•Bf8iini 
si si -ilili sfi.ilili 'harp' 
• sisiilili 
Ji Ii -l4Jina lii.atJina ·queen lx:e 
?lfiyaaaina27 
~---- -·- ·-
26 We assume that morn-tritr.ming would re.duce input sequences of more than two moras to two.  
27 Uus fmm is rare bUl possible. sugg ...~sling that some speakers now anaJ.y;,e t..his as a true ,.,uwcl lllitia; slcm.  
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(57) Adjectives 
P1 P2 Stem PR Gloss 
Ba Ba alafu Baa.alafu 'rough (cl.2)' 
*fMBaalafu 
Bi Bi aogafu 6ii.aaggafu 'ripe (cl.8)' 
•6il3yaaggafu 
Bu Bu olu 6uu.olu 'easy/soft (cl.14)' 
"'6u6woolu 
ku ku inda kuu.iinda 'rich ( cl.20)' 
"'kuk:wiinda 
Ii Ii a1a8a Iii.ala& 'tough (cl.5)' 
"'lllyaalaBa 
si si umbe sfi.uumbe 'round (cl,7)' 
•sfsyuumbe 
Incidentally, haplology applies in (56) and (57) because the prefix vowels are unchanged, 
and soprefix-preprefix identity is present by the time haplology gets to apply. We now cite 
evidence to support the view that such stems are underlyingly consonant-initial. 
3.6 'Ghost' Stem-Initial Consonants. 
A number of studies have postulated "ghost" consonants (Archange!i 1984, 1988; Clements 
and Keyser 1983; and Marlett and Sternberger 1983) to account for stem-initial structures 
which surface with initial vowels but act as if they were consonant-initial. Before 
postulating the same for the stems in (56) and (57), let us consider some more sets of data. 
3.6.1 The Post-Nasal Evidence 
As shown in (58a) below, the 1 sg. SP, n-, swfaces as [n] when affixed to a vowel-initial 
stem. Strangely, the same nasal becomes [mb] with stems where GF and VC fail. 
(58)a. 	 Infinitive SP V-Stem "I-Verb" Gloss 
XUXWru!Jlja n ·l\flja •ja 'start'28 
xuxwaala n -ala nM!a 'spread' 
xuxwoola n -ola n66la 'arrive' 
xuxwooma n -oma nooma 'dry' 
xu.xwiira n -ira niira 'kill' 
xuxwiima n -ima niima 'stand' 
xuxweeaia n -eJla neC,11a 'want' 
xuxweesa n -esa neesa 'pass time' 
28 Ideally onMt-in.senion should not cause CL. Therefore the lsg. prefix must be mora.ic since it triggers 
lengthening in the steffl.initial vowel. Like OF, th.is is J'l"Oblematic for CV theory (cf.§4). 
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b. 	Infinitive SP V-Stem "I-Verb" Gloss 
xuu.axa n -axa mbaxa 'paint' 
xuu.oona n -oona mb6ona 'drive out' 
xuu.uuna n -uuna mbuuna 'be pwictual' 
xuu.eela n -eela mbeela 'breathe' 
xuu.iima n -iima mbifma 'search for' 
xuu.ina n -ina mbina 'tease' 
The difference in the behavior of the nasal before the stems in (58a) and (58b) suggests that 
(58b) might be widerlyingJy consonant-initial, given the general nasal place assimilation rule 
illustrated in (59). 
(59) Infinitive SP V-Stem "I-Verb" Gloss 
xuukula n -kula ogwa 'buy' 
xuuwa n -wa mba 'give' 
xuu6a n -8a mba 'be' 
xuupula n -pula mbwa 'ransack' 
xuut:exa n <exa JIJCXa 'laugh' 
xuulola n -Iola nd6la 'look' 
Thus besides failing to trigger GF and VC, the stem-initials in (58b) a prefixal /n-/ to [m]. 
Even more surprising is the "mysterious" appearance of the voiced bilabial stop, [b], 
between the nasal and the stem-initial vowel. These developments resolve themselves if we 
posit an "invisible" initial consonant for the stems in (58b), since there would be no 
motivation for positing a rule which epenthesizes [b]. Therefore [b] must derive from an 
underlying stem initial labial consonant,29 which might have been lost by a historical rule, 
but whose effects still show in structures like those in (58b). (Also see fn.9). 
Any one of the three labial non-vocalic segments which surfaces as lb] post-nasally, 
/p, 8, w/,30 could fit this slot. But since stems starting with /p/ and /B/ retain their stem-
initial consonants, /w/ would be a reasonable choice. This is supported by the rareness of 
stem-initial /w/, as it is found in only two stems, namely -wa 'to give/get finished' .31 
If the stems in (58b) do not trigger GF and VC because they have an underlying 
initial consonant, it can be assumed that the apparent vowel-initial stems in (56) and (57) fail 
to trigger GF and VC for the same reason. Apparently, a number of "aberrant" adjectives 
derive from the same stems as corresponding irregular verbs. (60) is illustrative. 
29 The only olher labial obscruent in !he language, /f/, lriggers nasal deletion like the other fricatives (cf.(36)). 
3oThis post-nual conversion to [bJ does not apply to [w) derived £rom underlying /u/ due to ordering fllCIII. 
31 As nothing depends crucially on this abstract segment being /w/, 110 we could assume that it is simply a C !hat 
is specified for [labial] as follows: 
C 
n.al1 
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(60) Adjective Infinitive V-Stcm "I-Verb" (; IUSS 
!3.ia.alafu xuu.alala -alala mlxilala 'get rough' 
Bfi.aaugaf u 
l3uu.olu 
xuu.aaogala 
xuu.ola 
-aogala 
-ola 
mlxiaIJgala 
mhola 
'get ripe' 
'get sof!/ea,y' 
kuu.iinda xuu.iindyaala -indiala mbiindyaala ·get rich' 
lfi.alaBa xuu.alala -alala mbalaBa 'get tough' 
sfi.uumbe xuu.uumba -umba mbuurnba 'mould' 
Similarly, the behavior of "aberrant'' vowel initial noun and ,idjcctive ,terns, can be 
explained by invoking 'ghost' consonants. Therefore the basic difference between "true" 
and "fake" vowel-initial stems is best captured by the respective underlying representations 
of /n-axa/ ---> !naaxaj 'I stink' and /n-axa/ ---> [rnhaxa] 'I paint' in (6la.b) below. The 
square brnckets in (61b) indicate the position occupied by the "ghost" consonant. 
(61)a. b. 
()' 
I A ~ 1; J ~ 
n a X a nf la x a 
3.6.2 The Imperative Construction 
Independent motivation for "ghost" consonants comes from comparing the imperatives 
formed from the two types of vowel-initial stems in (56), for which see (62). In short, 
speakers fonn the imperative of true vowel-initial stems by epenthesizing [y] before the 
initial vowel, as in (62a). On the other hand, apparent vowel-initial stems (cf. (62b)) do not 
allow {y] epenthesis. Instead, they begin with the stem-initial vowel in the same way that 
imperatives of consonant-initia.l stems start with the stem-initial consonant. (See (63).) 
(62)a. 	 Infinitive V-Stem Imperative Gloss 
XUXWMJ'ljcl -,w]a yaa,pJa 'st,u,!' 
xuxwaala -ala yaala 'spread! '32 
xuxwoola -ola yoola 'arrive!' 
xuxwooma -Oma yooma 'dry!' 
xuxwiira ira (y)iira 'kill!, 
xuxwiima -irna (y)iima 'stand'' 
xuxweej1a -eJ1a yeej1a 'want!' 
xuxweesa -esa yeesa 'pass time!' 
32 Oddly, q1Cntheti,;,· (y1 t1iggers kngt.hcning :n lhc stcm·inilial vowci This is p10blema1lc e\·en for the nt():-dic 
tJu.·-<Jry. b<x:ause~ if \ld.! assume like Hayes. (19~Y) 1.hal glidc5; a.re non monuc, there l.\ no re.a.son ...,..hy cpcnthcn:ic lyJ 
should trigger lengthening in the following vowel. Treating this as [i] insertion is untenable, a.s il seems wange 
for onset insertion to insert a vowel before another vowel [lio 1989). 
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b. Infinitive V-Stem Imperative Gloss 
xuu.axa -axa axa 'paint!' 
xuu.aaya -aaya aaya 'hunt!' 
xuu.oona -oona oona 'drive out!' 
xuu.ona -ona ona 'heal (intr.)!' 
xuu.uuna -uuna uuna 'be punctual!' 
xuu.una -una una 'stab!' 
xuu.eela -eela eela 'breathe!' 
xuu.ela -ela ela 'perish!' 
xuu.iima -iima iima 'search for! ' 
xuu.ina -ina ina 'tease!' 
(63) Infinitive V-Stem Imperative Gloss 
xuukula -kula kula 'buy!' 
xuusila -sila sila 'be silent!' 
xuulaanga -lagga laanga 'call!' 
xuuterema -terema terema 'tremble!' 
xuukukuma -kukuma kukuma 'rumble!' 
xuunyaala -nyala nyaala 'dry up!' 
This further evidence from imperatives confirms that vowel-initial stems which fail to trigger 
GF and VC have "invisible" initial consonants. Therefore the earlier claim that vowel-initial 
stems cause preceding high vowels to glide and non-high vowels to delete remains valid. 
Let us now examine the implications of these facts for both the CV and moraic theories. 
4.0 Evaluation of the Theories 
This section examines the CV and moraic theories in view of the Bukusu facts presented so 
far, primarily because we want to determine which of the two theories is sufficiently 
constrained to make the right predictions regarding CL. Since both theories account for 
garden-variety GF, VC, and PNC, this section will focus on various problems. First, we 
shall consider the case of gliding word-initial prefixes, starting with the CV account and 
then the alternative moraic account. Secondly, we shall examine how the two theories 
handle syllable deletion as a trigger for CL. This should enable us to propose the theory 
that makes more general claims about the different sources of CL. 
4.1 The Theories 
Since Clements (1986:40) treats both Cs and Vs as the units which characterize the timing 
tier, it is reasonable to consider the predictions that CV theory make regarding various 
sources of CL. Additionally, we need to contrast these predictions with those of the moraic 
theory, which differs from CV theory in its recognition of the basic difference between Cs 
and Vs, the latter of which assigns prosooic value, while treating the former as prosodically 
insignificant. Given this basic difference, we shall first show how each theory handles GF, 
VC, and PNC. Then the focus will tum to the problematic cases. 
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4.2 Derivations  
It has been claimed already that both CV and moraic theory can account for most cases of  
GF, VC and PNC. For instance. there is GF of the type depicted in (64}.  
(64). GF and CL - /mu-il::a/ ---> [mwiica] 'you (pl.} come'  
a. CV Account33 
C V-Y CY V f V V 
I r ! ==> 1 ' 1 ==> r V 
m u 1 m u i mu i =[mwiif 
b. Moraicaccount  
~0 Parasitic Delinklng  
t a,> ft f «>./1~1
m u t mu 1 m u 1 =[mwii] 
In hoth accounts, (64a) and (64b), GF triggers CL by delinking an underlying high vowel 
from its prosodic slot. Then follows resy!labificarion where the delinked element(s) attach to 
new positions, since the initial delinking would have produced a syllable that does not 
dominate a nucleus. As Hayes points out, such a syllable deletes by rule (65). 
(65J Parasitic De/inking [Hayes 1989:268] 
a. Syllable structure is deleted when the syllable contains no ov¢rt nuclear segment. 
b. 0 
+µ 
The other process that the CY and moraic theories handle adequately v.ell is vowel 
contraction. as illustrated in the following derivation of /fia-ifla/ ---> [6ee6a l 'they steal,' 
where /Ba/ is the SP. Apparently, a rnle of fhi] spreading spreads the height value of the first 
vowel to the following vowel before the first vowel undergoes deletion. 
(66) VC and CL - /Ba-iGa/ ----> [BeeBa] 'they steal' 
a. CV Account 
'( V C V V
V ~ If t 1 ==> r ==> '.I8 1 B a e [l e =[Bee] 
0 Stray Erasure rsteriade 1082] '  
>J Tt might he argui:d 1hal thl' output 0f CV Jerivatinn in (6-1a,l could very well be interpreted as compri:>ins a 
Lompiex segment that is primarily a bilabial nasal. and secondarily a velar glide. Since no measurem::.:nt'i t-:ave 
b-.:r.·,n .:..auicd out to c.stablish the status of thi~ sequcrict\ we shall kt 1.h~ matter r~:.-t fm no....,.. 
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b. Moraic Accowit  
.,0 Parasitic Delinking  
0 f 	 ~A,/~ r==> µ ~ ===> //~~ 
B a I a e B e = [Bee] 
~0 Stray Erasure 
Lastly, PNC applies to any vowel occurring before a nasal-consonant sequence 
(cf.§3.3), as shown in the following derivation of /e-n-ko/ ---> [ee!)go] 'at home' in (67). 
(67). PNC and CL 
a. 	CV Account  
V V CV V V C V 
I t.11 => \' I\ I  
e N k o e N lo  
Desyllabification "-CL  
b. Moraic Accowit 
O O 0f'. Ir t'\ /rr r ::> r~,t,
eNko eNk o 
"-.WBP 
Given (64)-(67) one would imagine that the two theories have equal predictive power 
regarding CL. However, funher evidence reveals that CV theory is flawed in a way that 
moraic theory is not. We highlight this weakness in the next section. 
4.3 Problematic Cases  
Three basic phenomena stand out as being problematic for CV . First, there is the problem  
posed by gliding syllable-initial vowels. Secondly, syllabic word-initial nasals produce  
effect.~ that are quite similar to those of gliding syllable-initial vowels. Lastly, CV theory is  
not equipped to handle CL from syllable deleting processes with as much simplicity as it  
does in cases involving GF, VC, and PNC. We now tum to these processes.  
4.3.1 Gliding Vowel Prefixes  
As observed before, Bukusu exhibits changes like /u-ica/ ---> [wiica] 'you sg. come',  
where a prefix vowel glides before a stem-initial vowel. In the CV account in (68), C-epen- 
thesis is postulated to provide a locus for the delinked vowel, which now becomes a glide.  
(68)CV Account - /u-ita/ ----> [wfica] 'you (sg.) come'  
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V V y V vvcv vvcvrJ I I==> Uy !l•i Uy ll => : \/f 1u i I: a U I C a 
[wifca 
However, this account is untenable since nothing in the theory predetermines that a C gets 
epenthesized, and not a V, after [u] has delinked from its slot. C-epenthesis violates the 
principle of "prosodic conservation", which says that rules targeting segments do not 
necessarily affect prosodic structure, and which both explains why segment deletion causes 
CL, and why we do not find spontaneous C and V lengthening. Contrast this with (69). 
(69) Moraic Account 
a 0 0 
I A 1A jf 
~ ~ /1 => t ~ /~ =>, /~ /~ 
u i I: a u i I: a u i I: a =wffca 'you come' 
4.3.2 CL from 1 sg. SP Nasal 
Data (58a), repeated below as (70) for ease of reference, pose a similar for CV theory as 
the one posed by gliding vowel prefixes (cf.§4.l.2). (X =gloss) 
(70) Infinitive SP V-Stem "I X" Gloss 
xuxwaala n -ala naa.la 'spread' 
xuxwoola n -ola n66la 'arrive' 
xuxwooma n -oma nooma 'dry' 
xuxwiira n -ira niira 'kill' 
xuxwiima n -ima niima 'stand' 
xuxweeyia n -eJJa neepa 'want' 
xuxweesa n -esa neesa 'pass time' 
Stem-initial vowel lengthening after the lsg. SP comes as a surprise because onsets do not 
generally cause the following nucleus to lengthen. However, following Clements (1986), 
we can assume that the nasal is underlyingly syllabic, in which case a form like [naala] 'I 
spread' starts out as (71), with the nasal linked to V. 
(71) Nasal Desyllabification 
V V CV 
f I I I 
n a I a 
Apparently, the nasal desyllabification results from a general prohibition against syllabic 
onsets (Hyman 1984). The "floating" V reassociates to the following nucleus to leave the 
nasal without a skeletal locus, as in (72). Thus a C-slot is epenthesized in the same fashion 
as the undesirable C-slot insertion encountered in (68) for the nasal to dock on. 
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(72) CL & C-Epenthesis 
V VC V V YC V',I I I ==> VI I ==> f vv fr 
n a I a n a l a n a l a 
C 
Notice here that if CL results from prosodic conservation, then slot insertion defeats the 
purpose of CL, which is to preserve the timing units found at the underlying level. 
Moraic theory could treat postnasal lengthening as illustrated in the following repre-
sentation of the change from /n-e.raa/ to [neeJ!.a] 'I want'. First, the nasal demoraifies and 
releases a mora that reassociates to the stem-initial vowel. Then the "floating" nasal attaches 
directly to the syllable, since onsets have no proscxlic value; (73c) is illustrative. 
(73)a. 
f FA ~ ~ f Nasal Demoraification 
n e Jl a 
b. 	
i r A
µ ~ ~ Parasitic Delinking  
n e Jl a  
c.  
Nasal Reassociation  
&  
Compensatory Lengthening 
n e Jl a
/4 A 
neeJta 'I want' 
Crucially, the number of moras remains the same throughout the derivation in (73 ), which 
indicates that moraic theory confonns to the principle of proscxlic conservation. 
4.3.3 Syllable Deleting Proce~es 
Two syllable-deleting processes were presented in §3.4, both of which caused a preceding 
vowel to lengthen compensatorily. For instance, it was shown that subject and infinitive 
prefix vowels lengthen because of the deletion of the first syllable of -xupa 'hit', to give 
forms like [aapaJ 's/he hits' and [xuxuupa] 'to hit' from underlying /a-xupa/ and /xu-
xu-xupa/, respectively. Obviously, the deletion affects the entire syllable as the only trace 
of xu after the deletion is the lengthened vowel of the preceding syllable. 
To appreciate fully the implication of syllable deletion for CV theory, recall that, 
despite Clements and Keyser's (1983) claim that only vowels function as loci for prosodic 
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properties, CV theory considers Cs and Vs to be prosodically equal since both function as 
timing units, as in the following representation of /a-xupa/ 's/he hits'. 
(74) Underlying Representation 
1f I f Y 
a x u p a 
Now given that xu-deletion eliminates the entire first syllable (cf. (40)), we can funher 
assume that the process only targets the segments, leaving the CV tier intact, in which case 
xu-deletion yields (75), where the floating C and V lack segmental material. Potentially, 
the floating C can reassociate to the preceding nucleus, while the V can form a VC syllable 
with the following onset. However, this is blocked by the preferred syllable structure 
constraints of the language. 
(75) 	Xu - Deletion 
V C V CV 
I I I 
a p a 
But assuming, like Marantz (1982), that only Vs attach to [+syll] segments, an argument 
could be made that only the V is capable of relinking to preceding [a]; then C deletes by 
Stray Erasure [Steriade 1982], as in (76). Does this rest the case for CV theory? 
(76) 
L/:->' fI g~> \l f r 
a p a a p a 
The irony of this elegant analysis, however, is that it provides a good argument in 
favor of a moraic approach, because it makes clear the fact that CV theory only recognizes 
Vs as having prosodic value, not Cs. If the purpose of postulating both Cs and Vs as 
prosodic units is to have them count as timing slots, then adding stipulations that prevent 
Cs from participating in prosodic processes is an admission that their inclusion in the 
prosodic structure was unfounded. In other words, placing Cs in the prosodic tier without 
assigning them any prosodic function defeats the purpose of having them there. Note also 
that if the prohibition against Cs associating to [ +syll] slots were followed strictly, there 
would be no principled justification for syllabic nasals in the CV framework, since nasals 
are inherently [-syll]. Moraic theory does not need these extra stipulations, since it treats Cs 
as having no prosodic value, except that which is assigned by rule. 
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One suggestion is that perhaps both C and V reassociate to the preceding syllabic 
segment, as in (77), Then follows mora trimming (Clements (1986:57)),34 as in (78). 
(77) Possible Reassociation 
V CV C V 
~ t,,, I I 
a p a 
(78) V- Trimming (generalized) 
VQ --> 0 / V V 
Subscript "Q" refers to any number of Vs in excess of the permissible two. 
However, (77) docs not have the right configuration for (78), since the fonner has C in its 
configuration, while (78) trims any V followed by two Vs, 
As our aim is to show that CL from s1llablc deletion is problematic for CV theory, 
which must make extra stipulations referring to the unique features of Cs and Vs to avoid 
generating wrong outputs, let us examine hap]ology, another type of syllable deletion. 
Haplology operates like xu-deletion, sinL·e it also deletes an entire (prefix) 
syllabic in case it is identical to the preprefix. The infinitive in (79) is illustrative. 
(79J Pri1ix-Preprefix Identity 
f Y , Y  
X U X U 
But how can we tell that haplology doe, not just delete the onset C of the prefix? After all. 
this would put the two Vs adjacent to each other, as in the examples in §3.4.2. The motiva-
tion for postulating syllable-deletion comes from the fact that onset-deletion would 1101 
necessarily render the syllable ill-formed, since Bukusu phonology licences onsetless 
syllables. For instance, we see from (80) and the respective structures in (81) that Bukusu 
contrasts adjacent heterosyllahic moras with identical tautosyllabic morns. (TI1e pcri,xl is a 
syllable break.} Bukusu speakers treat the output of haplology as having structure (81a) 
ralher than (81 b). 
(80) xu-xu-Ceela 
xu-xu-Ceela 
xuu.1.lee.Ja 
xuu.Be,ela 
'to forgive' 
'to accuse falsely' 
xu-xu-Buula 
xu-xu-Buula 
xuu.Buu.la 
xuu.Bu.ula 
'to reveal' 
'to overpower it (cl.14)' 
xu-xu-J.\iila 
xu-xu-Biila 
xuu.Bii.la 
xuu.Bi.ila 
'to send them (cl.8)' 
'to hate' 
34 This ,uggestioa was made by a colleague during a seminar presentation of a ponion of n:y data. 
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(81) a. b. 
Ir) Contiguous tautosyllabic i Contiguous heterosyllabic  
moras I moras A 
0 
B e B e e 
Therefore what is needed in the case of haplology is not just the creation of a CVV 
sequence; rather it is necessary that the rule eliminate the whole syllable so as to set free the 
prosodic slot needed for CL. The fact that the speaker-intuition is that haplology creates a 
single bimoraic syllable supports our analysis. 
Therefore just as it was unable to account for the syllable deletion in -xupa without 
resorting to undesirable stipulations, CV theory fails to account for CL from haplology. 
Therefore we need to consider the alternative account offered by moraic theory. 
5.3.3.2 The Moraic Account 
One of our strongest arguments in favor of a moraic analysis of Bukusu prosodic structures 
comes from its predictions regarding syllable deletion and the CL thereof. Since only coda 
Cs receive weight by position (WBP =Hayes 1989:258) in this framework, while onsets 
have no loci in the prosodic tier, the theory predicts that a rule like haplology which targets 
the second of two co-indexed syllables, culminates in CL since rules targeting the syllable 
tier do not necessarily affect prosodic structure. Thus the change from /a-xupa/ to [aapa l 
's/he hits', for instance, is derived in the following stages. 
(82)a. 
xu - deletion  
a X U p a  
~AA 
b. 
r i A Parasitic Delinking  
a pa  
~ µ ~ 
C. 
~ A- Compensatory Lengthening 
a p a = aapa 'he hits' 
The lengthened SP vowel attests to Hayes' ( 1989:285) principle of mora conservation. 
Similarly, prefix haplology can be illustrated by display (83), which captures the 
derivation of [xuuca] 'to go' from /xu-xu-ca/. (Subscript i marks identical syllables.) As 
indicated by (83b) unassociated segments delete by Stray Erasure. 
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(83)a. 
......-0
A;Ai/4 Prefix Haplology 
x u x uc a 
b. 
;t44
x ux u ca 
Stray Erasure 
c. 
lr,/4
x u c a 
Mora Reassociation 
=CL 
= xuuca 'to go' 
What is appealing about this account is its simplified, but intuitively correct, treatment of 
several processes which yield CL. This greater predictive power derives from its treating 
Cs as prosodically valueless, in contrast to Vs which attach to timing positions. 
4.4 Summary and Conclusion 
Our goal in this study has been to use the Bukusu facts to try and detennine the theory that 
makes more accurate predictions about segment changing processes and CL. Although both 
theories account for basic GF, VC and PNC satisfactorily, the CV theory encounters 
problems with processes that moraic theory handles without difficulty. Apparently, these 
problems result from its failure to separate the skeleton from the prosodic tier. While the 
Bukusu evidence cannot be used as the sole premise for judging the adequacy of either 
theory, the evidence from the three problematic cases presented above has favored the 
moraic approach, hence the acceptance of Hyman's (1984) (also Hayes' 1989:254) claim 
about onsets being invisible to some phonological rules as a step in the right direction. 
While it is true that recent work on Hungarian and Moroccan Arabic, to name just 
two, shows that moraic theory does not answer satisfactorily the perennial question 
concerning the elements which constitute the timing tier, the Bukusu facts presented above 
show that any theory which fails to recognize that consonants are prosodically valueless is 
too powerful. Perhaps what we need is a theory that treats the skeleton as separate from the 
moraic tier, but includes both in phonological representations. As of now, the predictions 
made by the moraic theory in a language like Bukusu cannot be ignored. 
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5.0 (y} · epenthesis · A Case for Further Research 
The preceding sections have shown that moraic theory distinguishes consonants and 
vowels by treating the later as inherently moraic, and the former as non-moraic. CV theory, 
on the other hand, does not recognize a separate prosodic tier from the skeletal tier. In the 
moraic theory, all non-vocalic sonorants behave like regular consonants unless otherwise 
stipulated by particular languages. The prediction then is that glides should not cause 
adjacent vowels to lengthen. However, just as data (58a) forced us to revise a similar 
assump-tion about nasals, evidence can be adduced to disprove our prediction about glides. 
This evidence is seen in the imperative constructions in (62a), repeated below as 
(84), where the epenthetic (y] causes lengthening in the stem initial vowel. 
(84) Infinitive V-Stem Imperative Gloss 
xuxwal\r(ja 
xuxwaala 
-(\JIJa 
-ala 
Ylll\flJa 
yaala 
'start!' 
'spread!' 
xuxwoola -ola yoola 'arrive!' 
xuxwooma -oma yooma 'dry!' 
xuxwiira -ira (y)iira 'kill!' 
xuxwiima -ima (y)iima •stand! ' 
xuxweepa -epa yeepa 'want!' 
xuxweesa -esa yeesa 'pass time!' 
Clearly, (84) is problematic because, while it is possible to speak of moraic nasals within 
autosegmental phonology, one cannot argue convincingly that epenthetic [y] is syllabic(= 
moraic), since syllabic glides automatically change to corresponding high vowels. The 
question here then is how to account for the lengthening that follows [y]-epenthesis, since 
syllabicity cannot be invoked as the trigger. But if we assumed, for lack of a better explana-
tion, that the glide was underlyingly /i/, the epenthesis would violate Ito's (1989) Onset 
Principle (see (85)). How then does one account for lengthening from [y]-epenthesis? 
(85) Onset Principle 
Avoid 0 [V 
CV phonology would probably handle the change from /y-ola/ to [yoola] 'arrive!' 
as involving V-insertion such that the inserted V functions as both the onset and the initial 
mora of the syllable to which it belongs, as in configuration (86): 
(86) 
.{/I
Y VC V 
1\11 I 
y o 1 a 
But we lack motivation for this sort of representation. 
The problem is equally hard for the mordic theory because it treats glides differently 
than high vowels by assuming that they are non-moraic. This means that (84) cannot be 
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explained unless we accept that the epenthesis involves [i] which later glides before the 
stem-initial vowel. Thus if we ignore the onsetless principle and assume that imperative 
construction involves [i] insertion, the change from /i-ola/ to [yoola] 'arrive!' will 
proceed as in (87). But why insert a vowel when the structure needs an onset? 
(87)a. 
Epenthesis 
ct fIr 
b. 
a a a 
f Mora Assignment 
I 
1 
I /4
a I a 
C. 
a a 
I I µ Glide Formation ~ I A 
i a 1 a 
d. 
a 
r 
a 
4I= I µ Parasitic Delinking 
a 1 a 
e.  
CL and Onset Insertion  ... /~rff A
1 a 1 a =yaala 'spread!' 
Although the moraic theory seems to have greater predictive power than the CV theory with 
respect to CL, the proposed treatment of CL from glide epenthesis cannot be defended on 
any principled grounds as it violates the onsetless principle without proper justification. 
Thus in trying to answer one question, we have raised another problem: How should we 
modify the current non-linear theories so as to acc.ount for CL from epenthesized glides? 
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